Publications of Stephen Hawking

Published books

- The large scale structure of space-time (1973)
- A Brief History Of Time (1988)
- Black Holes And Baby Universes And Other Essays (1993)
- The Universe In A Nutshell (2001)
- Black holes in general relativity (1972)
- Black hole explosions? (1974)
- The development of irregularities in a single bubble inflationary universe (1982)
- Wave function of the Universe (1983)
- Information loss in black holes (2005)
- God created the integers (2005)
- My brief history (2013)

Children’s Fiction with daughter Lucy

- George's Secret Key to the Universe (2007)
- George's Cosmic Treasure Hunt (2009)
- George and the Big Bang (2011)
- George and the Unbreakable Code (2014)
- George and the Blue Moon (2016)